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The Astrology of the Big Killers
- Heart Disease, Dementia, Cancer – Which are you most susceptible to?

Go to slides 101 and 102…what I forgot to say……
The Astrology of Dementia

Who's been eating my porridge?

Don't you remember, dad? You have.

Geoff Horton
Alois Alzheimer
Alois Alzheimer
Natal Chart (6)
14 Jun 1864 NS, Tue
04:00 LMT -0:40:32
Marktbreit, Germany
49°N40' 010°E08'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
There are different types of dementia:

- The *Progressive Dementias* include:
  - Alzheimers….named after Alois Alzheimer. Characterised by atrophy of the brain, the death of brain cells and presence of tangles and amyloid plaques (All dementias have shrinking of the brain)
  - Vascular dementia – 2\textsuperscript{nd} most common type..
  - Frontotemporal dementia caused by deteriorated nerve cells in the brain's frontal and temporal lobes
  - Lewy body dementia, which results from abnormal protein clusters in the brain.
  - Mixed dementias…
• **Vascular dementia** - second most common type of dementia. It develops when impaired blood flow to parts of the brain deprives cells of food and oxygen.

• Symptoms may appear soon after a single major stroke blocks a large blood vessel and disrupts the blood supply to a significant portion of the brain.

• There is also a form in which a series of so-called ‘mini strokes’ (TIA’s – transient ischaemic attacks) block small blood vessels. Individually, these strokes do not cause major symptoms, but over time their combined effect becomes noticeable.

• Symptoms of vascular dementia can vary, depending on the specific brain areas deprived of blood. Impairment may occur in “steps,” where there is a fairly sudden, noticeable change in function, rather than the slow, steady decline usually seen in Alzheimer’s disease.

• The person may have a past history of heart attacks. Pre-disposing factors include high blood pressure, high cholesterol, hardening of the arteries, diabetes and other risk factors for heart disease. Thus, to some extent potentially preventable……
• Various diseases such as Parkinson’s and Huntingdon’s can progress into dementia and Down’s syndrome sufferers have a much increased risk.
Common symptoms in early to middle stages....

• An inability to acquire new memories....thus difficulty in learning.
• A shrinking vocabulary, less fluency in speaking and writing. Marked difficulty in finding the right words.
• Regularly forgetting recent events, names and faces
• Regularly misplacing items or putting them in odd places.
• Confusion about the time of day.
• Failing to recognise familiar objects or places.
• Reduced judgement, e.g. being unaware of danger.
• Mood or behaviour problems such as apathy, confusion and irritability.
• Not bothering with personal hygiene.
Later stages....

• Inability to dress and bathe independently or perform other routine tasks.

• Further and ultimately complete, loss of memory and mental abilities.

• Inability to recognise where one is.

• May recognise people as being familiar but don’t know who they are. Ultimately an inability to recognise relatives and friends at all.

• Wandering...suspicion...and other mood changes. Perhaps aggression

• Loss of control of bodily functions...incontinence.
Dementia Statistics in the US
from the
Alzheimers Association
• 90%+ of cases are people aged over 65 but…

• A significant number have ‘early onset’ (pre 65)

• The older you are………etc (one’s risk doubles every 5 years after the age of 65)

• About 43% of people over 85 in US have Dementia (4% of people are under 65)

• An estimated 5.7 million American sufferers in 2018
• By 2050, the number of people aged 65 and older with Alzheimer disease is expected to triple, rising from the current 5.5 million to a projected 11 million to 16 million, barring the development of effective treatments.

• The estimated cost in 2050 being 1.1 trillion dollars
• 80% of dementia care is delivered by family members in the US.

• .......saving the US economy an estimated 202 billion dollars
According to UK Alzheimer’s Research Trust........

• Dementia costs the UK economy £23 billion + per year. Cancer costs 12 billion and heart disease 8 billion.

• The costs per person being £27,647 per annum

• By contrast:
  Cancer costs £6000 per person per year.
  Stroke, £4,770 per person per year.
  Heart disease £3,455 per person per year.
Over 800,000 people in the UK live with dementia.

Dementia costs the UK economy £23 billion per year.

This is more than cancer (£12 billion per year) and heart disease (£8 billion per year) combined.
• According to the Alzheimer's Research Trust, Dementia research is severely underfunded, receiving 12 times less support than cancer research.

• £590 million invested in Cancer research each year

• £50 million invested in Dementia research each year

• Estimated 35 million sufferers worldwide – not just in rich countries – e.g thought to be a huge challenge for the future for nations such as India & China.
• People who eat large quantities of saturated fats, like those found in meat and dairy products, have twice the risk of developing Alzheimer's.
“You have a fear of Thiamine, Riboflavin, Niacin, etc., better known as a Vitamin B Complex.”
“A test of a people is how it behaves toward the old. It is easy to love children. Even tyrants and dictators make a point of being fond of children. But the affection and care for the old, the incurable, the helpless are the true gold mines of a culture.”

Abraham J. Heschel
Whatever happened to our sexual relations?

I don't know. I don't even think we got a Christmas card from them this year.
"Senile dementia's not 'so bad,' Mrs. Dupont.
It's kind of like having brand new friends every day."
There's nothing but repeats. Have I said this before? There's nothing but repeats...
“OH, GETTING OLD ISN’T SO BAD, EXCEPT MAYBE FOR A LITTLE FORGETFULNESS.”
"I remember the face but I've forgotten your name."
Nancy Reagan
Natal Chart (12)
6 Jul 1921, Wed
13:18 +4:00
Manhattan, New York
40°N46' 073°W59'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
Possible Signatures.....

• Strong Libran emphasis and/or
• Strong Taurean emphasis and to a lesser extent.....
• Venus esp. in these signs..

• Strong Neptunian emphasis
• Appropriate Neptunian transits/directions for relatives
• Scorpio Sun or ASC or strong Pluto aspects to ASC or Sun not uncommon
• Strong Lunar or Cancerian theme also common
• Strong Mercurial emphasis
• Aries/Asc aspects (signifying the head) may feature
Margaret Thatcher with daughter Carol
Margaret Thatcher
Natal Chart (6)
13 Oct 1925, Tue
09:00 +0:00
Grantham, England
52°N35’, 000°W39°
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
Charles Bronson
Natal Chart (7)
3 Nov 1921, Thu
11:00 EST +5:00
Croyle, PA
40°N22' 078°W45'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
Rita Hayworth
Rita Hayworth
Natal Chart (8)
17 Oct 1918, Thu
19:22 EWT +4:00
New York, New York
40°N42'51" 074°W00'23"
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
Ronald Reagan
Natal Chart (13)
6 Feb 1911, Mon
04:16 CST +6:00
Tampico, Illinois
41°N37'49" 089°W47'10"
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: A
Harold Wilson
Terry Pratchett
Natal Chart (3)
28 Apr 1948, Wed
05:45:03 BST -1:00
Beaconsfield
51°N37' 000°W39'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: TU
Jack Lord
Natal Chart (38)
30 Dec 1920, Thu
23:42 EST +5:00
New York, Ny
40°N42'51" 074°W00'23"
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: Ti
Libran Emphasis...e.g

• Margaret Thatcher: Sun, Merc, Mars
• Charlton Heston: Sun, Venus
• Rita Hayworth: Sun, Merc, Venus
• Jack Lord: ASC
• Charles Bronson: Venus

• Including personal examples, 50% have at least one planet (or the ASC) in Libra
• Just under a 1/3 have 2 or more personal planets in Libra
Taurean Emphasis e.g.

- Terry Pratchett: Sun, Mercury
- Perry Como: Sun, Mercury, Venus
- Ronald Reagan: Moon Taurus; Sun in 2
- Rita Hayworth: ASC

- Including personal examples: more than 50% have either a personal planet or the ASC, in Taurus
- Just under 1/3 have at least two personal planets in Taurus
Scorpio Sun or ASC or strong Pluto aspects to ASC or Sun e.g…
• Margaret Thatcher: Scorpio ASC plus Sun sq Pl.
• Harold Wilson: Pluto conjunct ASC - 2 deg.
• Charlton Heston: Sun sq Pluto 2 deg. Venus sq. Pluto too
• Charles Bronson: Sun Scorpio
• Maurice Ravel: Scorpio ASC
• Ronald Reagan: Pluto conjunct DESC
• Jack Lord: Sun opp. Pluto

• 7 out of 9 celebrities shown with birth times have this plus Terry Pratchett Sun sq. Pluto without a time
• Rita Hayworth: Pluto exactly 45ASC.
Plus aforementioned.....

• Strong Neptunian emphasis
• Appropriate Neptunian transits/directions for relatives
• Strong Lunar or Cancerian theme also common
• Aries/Asc aspects (signifying the head) may feature??
What is going on???

• Urge to escape the ugliness of life. The need for peace and to extricate oneself from difficult situations. Both Taurus & Libra like a quiet life.

• Stress caused by unresolved issues

• Libra & Pisces already hugely vacillating, indecisive signs

• Loss of Partner huge for Libra/Scorpio types
Oscar
The Fixed Cross

**Taurus**
- Cerebellum
- **Neck**-larynx, thyroid

**Leo**
- The Heart
- Spine & upper back

**Scorpio**
- Reproductive organs
- Excretory organs (Genitals, rectum, bladder)

**Aquarius**
- Circulatory system as a whole
- Ankles (knees to feet)
The Sun

- Life force
- Vitality, vigour, strength
- What is now referred to as the immune system
- Individual cells (they resemble the Sun)
- The Heart (with Leo)

Pumping machine which works non-stop

- right eye Man/left eye woman
- Honour, recognition, pride, integrity
Terry Hart (Myo card)
Natal Chart
14 Aug 1946, Wed
11:58 BST -1:00
Dartford, UK
51°27'000°E14'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
t. Saturn 28 Sag 20

t. Uranus 28 Sag 32
Fabrice Muamba collapses on the pitch 17 March 2012
Birth time unknown
Solar Arc Sun opp Pluto
T. Jupiter opp. Pluto
T. Jupiter conjunct SA Sun and opp. Pluto

UK Mars: 11 Taurus 45
Dick Cheney
Natal Chart
30 Jan 1941, Thu
19:30 CST +6:00
Lincoln, Nebraska
40°N48' 096°W40'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: as
Dick Cheney
Natal Chart
30 Jan 1941, Thu
19:30 CST +6:00
Lincoln, Nebraska
40°N48' 096°W40'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating: as
Pluto = transplants, sometimes Uranus

...and Uranus 135 Mars
...and widely opp Sun
sq SA Merc/ natal Jup and Saturn
Sat opp Nep.
Sun/Uranus 135 ASC
Sun/Uranus 45 DESC
Jup quincunx Pluto
Lacks water
- Lacks water
- Sun conj Mars
& widely opp Uranus
- Jup opp Pluto
Heart Disease in the US – the medical view

• High Blood Pressure, high cholesterol and smoking are key risk factors. About half of Americans (47%) have at least one of these three risk factors.

• Other medical conditions/lifestyle choices can also put people at a higher risk for heart disease, including:
  • Diabetes
  • Being overweight or obese
  • Poor diet
  • Physical inactivity
  • Excessive alcohol use
The Health Equation

Health resources v. stress

• ‘Stress’ can be physical, mental, emotional, spiritual
• What stresses one person is not the same as what stresses another
• Basically we have individual susceptibilities – individuals are sensitive to different factors…..
JRP: An individual may get ill because of too much stress or too prolonged stress

OR

health resources are weak
What is stress?

• A state of mental or emotional strain or tension resulting from adverse or demanding circumstances.

• Stress can be physical e.g. when too much strain is placed on bodily parts....e.g too much repetitive sport, carrying too heavy loads, continual lack of sleep....
How to reduce stress

• Choosing a less stressful life?
• Using our talents/interests/skills in as conscious and as positive way as possible as shown by our horoscope
• Meditative practises – ‘mindfulness’
• Schedule in ‘Me time’
• Pets
Avoiding or delaying Cardio-vascular Dis-ease

• Doing what makes your Heart sing
• Owning and dealing with ‘heart-ache’
• Exercise or at least avoid a sedentary life-style
• Don’t smoke
• Have good diet
• Limit animal fats+++*
• Limit salt (re HBP)
  • 20mg olive oil daily – has to be raw and NOT cooked
Life Expectancy & avoiding dementia – the current scientific thinking….

• Life expectancy is 25% down to genetic inheritance and 75% due to life-style
• Dealing with Stress is a major factor in increasing life expectancy.
• Fasting
• Purple vegetables/fruit (e.g. purple sweet potato/aubergine/blackcurrants, blackberries/blueberries
• Being physically active – dancing/walking/table tennis
• Minimum 10,000 steps daily?
• Good early education….but learning always good
• Learning new things…e.g. taking up the guitar, learning a language
Astrological Cancer
Diagram showing a tumour forcing its way through normal tissue

Copyright © CancerHelp UK
Signatures (in younger people) ......

• Cancer & Capricorn (Cap. esp. in later years).
• Sag/mutable signs above average?
• ............+ plus sign or house relevant to given area of the body affected

• Scorpio ASC above average
• Cancer ASC with breast cancer esp. (also watch for Moon/Mars connections)
Aspects

• Hard aspects between Jupiter & Uranus either natailly or by transit, direction or progression (or Jup-Pluto)

• Mars in hard aspect (or conj) Uranus also very common

• Uranus conjunct or in hard aspect to Moon, ASC, Sun (less commonly) or significator of given part of the body.

• Neptune can also be picking up personal planets/ASC. signifying depleted strength, resignation, being poisoned, chemo and/or anaesthesia
Degree areas???

- 13/14 Aq
- 2 - 3 Cardinal signs
- 5 Pisces (Sun: George Harrison, Steve Jobs, Adelle Davis + personal example)
- 0 – 1 Gemini
- 7 Cardinal (Pancreatic)
Jupiter

- Congestion. Obesity
- Fats
- Disorders of GROWTH
- The Liver – detoxifies drugs, alcohol, de-saturates fats
- Disorders caused by excess, surfeit, over-production
- Arterial system
Uranus

- All accidents...
- ?Sympathetic nervous system
- All mutations, deformities
- Breaks, ruptures...
- Removal of bodily parts
- Disorders brought on by shock
- Disorders that come on very suddenly
- Heart attacks..(come on suddenly…pt may require electric shock treatment)
- Cancer...(cells are in rebellion)
- Spasms, cramps, convulsions
Sigmund Freud –
Natal Chart
6 May 1856 NS. Tue
1830 LMT – 1:12:36
Freiberg, Germany
49°N 08°E
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
t. Uranus opp. Pluto & widely sq. Jup/Sat

- t. Saturn conj. Moon
• Moon sq Mars/Uranus
• Venus 45° Uranus
• Sun 45° Pluto
• Moon in Cancer conj Pluto
• ?13° Aq rising – she rectified it
Martina Navratilova
Natal Chart
18 Oct 1956 Thu
16:40 - 100
Prague, Czechoslovakia
50°N 14°E
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating A
Farrah Fawcett
Natal Chart
2 Feb 1947 Sun
16:10 CST + 6:00
Corpus Christi, Texas
27°48'0" 09°7'20.46"
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating AA
Large Intestine

but descending colon

Eighty percent of colon cancers develop in the gray-colored areas, which cannot be fully evacuated in the sitting position.

Fecal stagnation is the major cause of colon disease.
Uranus=Sun/Moon
Uranus=Sun/Moon
Announced that he had prostate cancer.

T. Saturn conj ASC
T. Chiron conj DESC
T. Pluto sq Venus/Merc

T. Uranus ssq Asc (& t. Saturn and Chiron)...
would have been opp Sun comparatively recently.
Rudy Giuliani
Natal Chart
28 Mar 1944, Sun
14:30 EWT +4:00
Brooklyn, New York
40°N38' 073°W56'
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
Mean Node
Rating AA
Note jup sq Uranus in sky opp/sq natal Jup
Minimise your risk of Cancer - diet

• Brazil nuts re selenium – eat 3 brazil nuts daily
• Sunshine (vitamin D)
• Eat mostly foods of plant origin
• Eat alkali producing foods rather acid producing ones……
• Thus limit red meat and AVOID processed meats
• Avoid excessive alcohol intake
e.g. Selenium 200ug

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer Site</th>
<th>Reduced Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on research involving 1300 men in 1996
W.H.O. definition of health:

Complete mental, physical, emotional and social well-being
Zodiac Man
1512
?author
Thigh/upper leg = Sagittarius

Knee = Capricorn

Calf/ankle = Aquarius

Feet = Pisces
The arms and hands may come under the *general* rulership of Gemini but..................

**Shoulder = Taurus**

**Upper arm = Gemini**

**Forearm = Leo**

**Elbow = Cancer**

**Hands = Virgo**
Nose: $\mu$ & Pluto
“Don’t tell me to improve my diet. I ate a carrot once and nothing happened!”
“You have a fear of Thiamine, Riboflavin, Niacin, etc.....better known as a Vitamin B Complex.”
“Don’t tell me to improve my diet. I ate a carrot once and nothing happened!”
“Our bodies store fat so we can survive during times when the supermarket is closed.”
Chart Interpretation & Working With Clients

7 nights residential course in Catalonia, north-eastern Spain

7 to 14 September 2018

...go to my website www.suetompkins.com for more details (courses page)